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Packet 2 

 

Tossups 

1. After returning home drunk, the protagonist of this film claims he accidentally broke his son’s arm due to 

“a momentary loss of muscular coordination.” In recent years, Shelley Duvall has commented on the 

emotional strain placed on her while playing Wendy in this film. Several pages of a manuscript in this film 

simply repeat “All work and (*) no play makes Jack a dull boy.” While breaking down a door using an axe, the 

protagonist of this film shouts “Here’s Johnny!” The Jack Nicholson-played Jack Torrance descends into madness 

in, for 10 points, what 1980 horror film by Stanley Kubrick based on a Stephen King novel? 

ANSWER: The Shining  

<Pop Culture—Weiner>  

 

2. A “morbid poet” in this play claims that “stammering is the native eloquence of us fog people” to another 

character who had worked in a machine shop at the age of ten. A woman who had dreamt of becoming a 

concert pianist in this play retrieves her wedding dress from the attic and expresses her wish to accidentally 

(*) overdose because, if she did so deliberately, “the Blessed Virgin would never forgive [her]." This play’s central 

family includes the morphine-addicted Mary, whose son Edmund quotes Baudelaire and Rossetti after arguing with 

his father over whether he is being sent to a “state farm” for his consumption. For 10 points, name this play about 

the Tyrone family, written by Eugene O’Neill. 

ANSWER: Long Day’s Journey Into Night  

<American Literature—Parikh> 

 

3. Over a field, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem is equivalent to stating that the “minimal” one of these 

structures divides another one of these. The Cayley resolvent is one of these entities that is used to prove 

another fact about these entities that involves calculating the solvability of a Galois [“gal-wah”] group. One of 

these entities found by taking the determinant of lambda times I minus A is used to find a matrix’s 

eigenvalues; that one is the (*) “characteristic” one of these functions for it. The fundamental theorem of algebra 

states that every one of these functions with complex coefficients has at least one complex root. Synthetic division 

can be used to divide these functions. For 10 points, name these functions such as x squared plus one, which are 

their quadratic type. 

ANSWER: polynomials [or characteristic polynomial; or quadratic polynomial] 

<Other Science—Chapman> 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Following the death of this figure’s mother, this figure’s crying caused all of the world’s rivers to dry up. 

This figure, who once had his hair tied to his hall’s rafters by his daughter’s suitor, was born when his father 

washed his nose. This god turned his future wife into a comb to protect her from the monster (*) Yamata-no-

Orochi, whose corpse contained a powerful sword. This god enraged his sister when he threw a flayed horse at her 

looms and destroyed her rice fields, causing her to hide away in a cave until she was lured out with the help of a 

mirror. For 10 points, name this Japanese storm god, the impetuous younger brother of Amaterasu.  

ANSWER: Takehaya-Susanoo-no-mikoto [accept His-Swift-Impetuous-Male-Augustness or similar translations 

describing an impetuous male]  

<Mythology—TGN>  

 

5. One official from this dynasty had an opponent executed using the “Five Pains” method but was himself 

executed on the orders of this dynasty’s final ruler, Ziying. In addition to Zhao Gao, an official from this 

dynasty issued the Ban Liang to standardize coins and ordered the (*) burning of all scholarly books. Li Si [“lee 

see”] advised this dynasty’s most notable ruler, who eventually died due to mercury poisoning while trying to find 

the elixir of life. This dynasty came to power after the Warring States period and adopted the philosophy of 

Legalism under its emperor Shi Huangdi. For 10 points, name this first imperial dynasty of China, which preceded 

the Han. 

ANSWER: Qin [“chin”] dynasty [do NOT accept or prompt on “Qing dynasty”] 

<World History—Peelen> 

 

6. An object belonging to this leader was captured by the 4th Illinois Volunteer Infantry Regiment and is now 

in the Illinois State Military Museum. This leader’s secretary Thomas Adams used a shipment of chicle [“chi-

kl”] brought by this leader to invent chewing gum. After receiving a wound in the (*) Pastry War, this leader 

buried his amputated leg with full military honors. This leader committed the Goliad Massacre, which became a 

rallying cry for the troops that defeated and captured this leader at the Battle of San Jacinto. Texas gained its 

independence from, for 10 points, what general and president of Mexico who massacred the defenders of the 

Alamo? 

ANSWER: Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna [or Antonio de Padua María Severino López de Santa Anna y Pérez de 

Lebrón] 

<World History—Kapadia> 

 

7. A poem about this author says that a “nameless worm” and “noteless blot” worsened this author’s medical 

condition. The title character of one poem by this author asks “Saturn is fallen, am I too to fall?” In a poem 

by this author, the word “forlorn” brings the speaker back after proclaiming that the title bird is “not 

charioted by Bacchus and his pards, but on the viewless wings of poesy.” Another poem written by this 

author of (*) “Hyperion” and subject of Percy Shelley’s “Adonais” addresses the title object as an “Attic shape” 

and states that “Beauty is truth, truth beauty.” For 10 points, name this British poet who wrote “Ode to a 

Nightingale” and “Ode on a Grecian Urn.”   

ANSWER: John Keats  

<Commonwealth Literature—Kodali>  

 

 



8. Selichot [“slee-hote”] prayers are recited in the period leading up to this holiday. The birth and binding of 

Isaac comprise the Torah portions read during this holiday. During this holiday’s ritual of tashlikh, bread is 

thrown into the water in order to cast off sins. This holiday is also known as Yom Teruah [“tuh-roo-uh”], a 

name derived from the sound of an instrument played (*) 100 times during each morning of this holiday. The 

book of life is metaphorically opened on this holiday, which is the first of the High Holy Days and precedes Yom 

Kippur. Shofars are played and apples are dipped in honey during, for 10 points, what holiday that celebrates the 

Jewish New Year?  

ANSWER: Rosh Hashanah [accept Yom Teruah before it is read]  

<Religion—TGN> 

 

9. While in South America, a member of this art movement painted a scene of an erupting volcano titled 

Cotopaxi. A German member of this art movement painted one of the title animals being slain in his The Last 

of the Buffalo. A painting from this movement depicts one of its members conversing with William Cullen 

Bryant while standing on a ledge overlooking a gorge in the (*) Catskill Mountains. Asher Durand was a 

member of this movement, whose founder painted a series depicting the rise and fall of civilization, as well as a 

scene of the meandering Connecticut river. For 10 points, American art movement which included Frederic Church 

and Thomas Cole, the artist of The Oxbow. 

ANSWER: Hudson River School  

<Visual Fine Arts—Maiorana> 

 

10. A complex involved in this process can exist in five states from S0 to S4 and has a center containing the 

elements manganese and calcium. A variation of this process which requires Kranz anatomy forms malate, 

which enters the bundle-sheath cells to undergo another part of this process. Plastoquinone and ferredoxin 

are involved in the “cyclic” pathway of one part of this process. Two variations of this process are called (*) 

C4 and CAM.  RuBP is formed in this process by the enzyme RuBisCO, which is found in this process’ Calvin 

cycle. For 10 points, name this process in which light energy is converted into glucose in the chloroplasts of plants.  

ANSWER: photosynthesis [prompt on “oxygen evolution,” “light-independent reactions,” “light-dependent 

reactions,” “electron transport chain,” “ETC” or “Calvin cycle” by asking “what larger process do they belong to?”] 

<Biology—Kodali> 

 

11. One effect named for this man is particularly strong in terbium gallium garnet, which has a high Verdet 

constant. Optical isolators rely on an effect named after this man which states that linearly polarized light 

will undergo rotation on the plane of polarization when traveling through a magnetic field. An experiment by 

this man proposed that charge remains entirely on the surface of an object using an (*) ice pail. A law named 

after Lenz describes the negative sign present in a law created by this man. That law formulated by this man claimed 

that the interaction of a magnetic field and an electrical circuit would produce an electromotive force. For 10 points, 

name this physicist who formulated a namesake “law of induction” and names the SI unit for capacitance.  

ANSWER: Michael Faraday  

<Physics—Kodali> 

 



12. An argument by this thinker, which was criticized in the “master argument,” seeks to resolve the problem 

of future contingents by considering a sea-battle tomorrow. The “square of opposition” was developed by this 

thinker, who labelled the “moods” of arguments either A, E, I or O. This thinker included “substance” and 

“quantity” among the (*) ten title entities of one work. This thinker introduced arguments with “major” and 

“minor” premises, called syllogisms. This thinker’s work on logic, including Categories and Prior Analytics, was 

compiled into the Organon and used at the Lyceum he founded. For 10 points, name this ancient Greek philosopher, 

who wrote Politics and Nicomachean Ethics. 

ANSWER: Aristotle  

<Philosophy—Krol>  

 

13. A letter by Johannes Junius provided a firsthand account of torture undergone by these people in 

Bamberg. Storms that hampered James VI’s return from Denmark to Scotland inspired him to persecute 

these people in North Berwick. These people were the subject of Heinrich (*) Kramer’s book Malleus 

Maleficarum. That book advocated for torturing these people to elicit confessions, and it was believed that these 

people would float when being thrown into water. For 10 points, name these people targeted in hunts and trials for 

supposedly made deals with the devil and practiced magic? 

ANSWER: witches [accept sorcerers or sorceresses; accept witch hunts or witch trials] 

<European History—Kapadia> 

 

14. A character in this novel sends her daughter to a convent after discovering that she had a baby with a 

mechanic. That daughter in this novel became mute after her boyfriend Mauricio was shot in the back after 

being mistaken for a chicken thief. A five year long rain in this novel occurs after the massacre of (*) banana-

farm workers. Another character in this novel makes golden fish and is the father of seventeen sons named 

Aureliano. This novel ends with the parchments of the gypsy Melquiades [“mel-kay-ah-dees”] being translated as a 

storm destroys Macondo. For 10 points, name this novel by Gabriel Garcia Marquez about the Buendia family. 

ANSWER: One Hundred Years of Solitude [or Cien anos de soledad]  

<World/Other Literature—Ganguli>  

 

15. A 1969 film in this genre brought Sam Peckinpah to fame as a director. A film in this genre in which Yul 

Brynner’s character recruits the title group was based on an Akira Kurosawa film. The film A Fistful of 

Dollars was part of a trilogy directed by Sergio Leone that represented the (*) “spaghetti” type of this genre, 

along with The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. Other films in this genre include High Noon and The Magnificent 

Seven. Many films in this genre starred John Wayne or Clint Eastwood. For 10 points, name this genre of 20th-

century films depicting the American frontier, which often involved cowboys and duels. 

ANSWER: Westerns [or Spaghetti Westerns]  

<Other Fine Arts—Maiorana> 

 

16. In this novel, a character found with a crown and the initials HN kills the sister-in-law of the smuggler 

who unearthed him. One character who loses his fortune to manipulation of the bond market in this novel is 

kidnapped by Luigi Vampa while trying to flee to Italy. This novel’s title character uses pseudonyms such as 

Lord Wilmore and (*) Sinbad the Sailor. The lover of this novel’s protagonist, Mercédès, abandons Fernand 

Mondego with her son Albert. After escaping from the Chateau d’If, this man finds a treasure whose location was 

told to him by the Abbe Faria.  For 10 points, name this Alexandre Dumas novel where Edmond Dantès seeks 

revenge for his false imprisonment. 

ANSWER: The Count of Monte Cristo  

<Literature—Patel>  

 



17. One equation named for this scientist models the high-temperature region of glass-forming systems, while 

the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann equation models the undercooled region. This scientist suggested that the 

augmentation of the Earth's temperature was directly proportional to the natural log of atmospheric CO2. 

One equation named for this scientist contains a value sometimes interpreted as the product of steric factor 

and collision frequency; that (*) pre-exponential factor is symbolized A, and is multiplied by e to the negative 

activation energy over RT to find the rate constant. This scientist suggested that acids dissociate in water to form H 

plus ions, a definition contrasted with the Bronsted-Lowry and Lewis definitions. For 10 points, name this Swedish 

chemist. 

ANSWER: Svante Arrhenius  

<Chemistry—Sodhi> 

 

18. A piece by this composer that begins with a long trill between C sharp and D sharp before a whole tone 

passage marked Quasi una cadenza was inspired by a Watteau painting. Another work by this composer 

begins with rising chords of open fifths on a pentatonic scale and was inspired by a mythical structure in Ys. 

[“ees”] This composer of L’isle Joyeuse [“l’aisle joy-ooz”] wrote a collection of 24 Préludes, including “The (*) 

Girl with the Flaxen Hair” and “The Sunken Cathedral.” His most popular work was originally titled "Promenade 

sentimentale" and was inspired by a Paul Verlaine poem. For 10 points, name this French composer of Suite 

bergamasque, which contains “Clair de Lune.” 

ANSWER: Claude Debussy  

<Fine Arts—Kim> 

 

19. One copper monument in this country’s capital features a man holding his wife on his waist and a child 

on his bicep. The Jola people have spurred an intermittent separatist movement in this country’s Casamance 

region. The Door of No Return can be found in the House of Slaves of this country’s (*) Goree Island. The 

African Renaissance Monument was recently built in the capital city of this country whose most-widely spoken 

language is Wolof. This country’s capital is the westernmost in mainland Africa. For 10 points, name this country 

that almost completely surrounds the Gambia and has its capital at Dakar. 

ANSWER: Senegal  

<Geography—Sareddy> 

 

20. In one essay, this man declared that the judiciary would be the weakest of the three branches of 

government as it has “neither FORCE nor WILL, but merely judgment." In his publication “A Farmer 

Refuted,” this man criticized the Loyalist bishop Samuel Seabury.  This man advocated subsidizing certain 

industries in his Report on Manufactures. This man advocated for the (*) assumption of state debts and creation 

of a national bank in his Reports on the Public Credit. This man used the pseudonym Publius for a series of essays 

this man wrote with John Jay and James Madison, The Federalist Papers. For 10 points, name this first American 

Secretary of the Treasury who was killed in a duel by Aaron Burr. 

ANSWER: Alexander Hamilton  

<American History—Kapadia> 

  

 



 

Bonuses 

1. This book argues that the title group engages in gambling as a matter of pride in its chapter "The Belief in Luck.” 

For 10 points each: 

[H] Name this 1899 book that introduced the concept of conspicuous consumption. 

ANSWER: The Theory of the Leisure Class 

[M] The Theory of the Leisure Class was written by this economist who examined planned obsolescence in The 

Engineers and the Price System.  

ANSWER: Thorstein Veblen 

[E] Luxury items such as diamonds are examples of Veblen goods, which, like Giffen goods, violate the law of this 

quantity. This quantity typically decreases as the price of a good increases, unlike supply. 

ANSWER: demand  

<Social Science—Aatreyo Bhattacharyya> 

 

2. One of these works sees a young French woman fall in love with a Nazi lieutenant, while another includes a 

woman who can turn into a panther. For 10 points each: 

[H] Name this kind of work, examples of which include White Zombie, The Cat People, and I Walked with a 

Zombie. 

ANSWER: Movies [accept B-movies] 

[M] Those movies are discussed by Molina and Valentin in this author’s The Kiss of the Spider Woman. This author 

also wrote about film addict Toto Casals in Betrayed by Rita Hayworth 

ANSWER: Manuel Puig [“pweeg”] 

[E] This South American country was the birthplace of Manuel Puig, who set his The Buenos Aires Affair in this 

country. 

ANSWER: Argentina  

<World/Other Literature—Ganguli> 

 

3. Artists that were rejected by one of these events organized an alternative exhibition at the Palais de l'Industrie. 

For 10 points each: 

[H] Name these annual art exhibitions sponsored by the Académie des Beaux-Arts.  

ANSWER: Paris Salon  

[E] Symphony in White, No. 1, a painting by this artist, was one of the works rejected from the 1863 Salon. This 

artist’s mother sits next to a wall while holding a handkerchief in another painting.  

ANSWER: James Abbott McNeill Whistler 

[M] This painting sparked controversy at the 1865 Salon. This painting depicts a reclining nude with her hand 

pressed on her thigh who is being presented a bouquet by a black servant.  

ANSWER: Olympia (by Édouard Manet)  

<Visual Fine Arts—Maiorana> 

 



4. Von Gierke's disease is caused by an inability to break down this compound. For 10 points each: 

[M] Name this compound, the complex and branched carbohydrate used by the body to store glucose. This polymer 

is broken down by its namesake phosphorylase. 

ANSWER: glycogen 

[E] Von Gierke's disease, like several other glycogen storage diseases, leads to inflammation of this organ, causing 

jaundice. Hepatitis C can cause chronic fibrosis of this organ.  

ANSWER: liver 

[H] McArdle’s disease can cause this breakdown of skeletal muscle during exertion, because muscle ATP gets 

depleted more quickly. This phenomenon can also be triggered by statins and leads to myoglobinuria. 

ANSWER: rhabdomyolysis 

<Biology—Sivakumar> 

 

5. This commander was assassinated by his bodyguard Pausanias of Orestis. For 10 points each: 

[M] Name this commander, who defeated the Sacred Band of Thebes at the Battle of Chaeronea. [“ker-uh-nee-uh”] 

This commander is credited with introducing the sarissa, a type of long spear, to his army and the rest of the Greco-

Roman world. 

ANSWER: Philip II of Macedon [prompt on Philip] 

[E] Philip threatened to invade the territory of this militarist Greek city-state, which used the agoge system. This 

city-state’s king Leonidas led its forces against the Persians at the Battle of Thermopylae. 

ANSWER: Sparta 

[H] In 340 BC, Philip launched an unsuccessful siege of this city. This city, which was founded by colonists from 

Megara, eventually fell to the forces of Septimius Severus in 196 CE after a three-year-long siege. 

ANSWER: Byzantium [prompt on Constantinople or Istanbul]  

<European History—Bhattacharya> 

 

6. Though he had earlier survived Sciron’s [“sky-ron”] attempt to kick him off of a cliff, this man died when 

Lycomedes [“lie-koh-meh-dees”] pushed him off a cliff. For 10 points each: 

[E] Name this Greek hero, who used a ball of string to navigate Minos’s labyrinth and slew the Minotaur.  

ANSWER: Theseus 

[M] Long after Theseus’s death, the Oracle at Delphi ordered his bones be returned to this city, which he ruled. 

While travelling from Troezon to this city, Theseus passed six entrances to the Underworld. 

ANSWER: Athens 

[H] Lycomedes was the king of this island, where Cimon of Athens travelled to retrieve Theseus’s bones. Before the 

Trojan War, Achilles hid out on this island while disguised as a woman.  

ANSWER: Skyros <Mythology—TGN> 

 

7. For 10 points each, answer the following questions about Francis Townsend. 

[H] During the Great Depression, Townsend developed a namesake plan which would provide $200 per month to 

this general class of people from a Revolving Fund supported by a 2% national sales tax. 

ANSWER: senior citizens [or old people; or the elderly; prompt on unemployed people] 

[E] The Townsend Plan helped inspire the Social Security Act, which was signed into law by this president. The 

Social Security was part of the New Deal, which this president enacted to combat the Great Depression. 

ANSWER: Franklin Delano Roosevelt [or FDR; prompt on Roosevelt] 

[M] Later on, Townsend created the Union Party along with Gerald L. K. Smith and this Detroit-based Catholic 

priest. This priest used his radio program and newspaper, Social Justice, to spread his antisemitic views. 

ANSWER: Father Charles Coughlin 

<American History—Kapadia> 

 



8. This composer partnered with Lorenz Hart before he joined forces with another lyricist. For 10 points each: 

[M] Name this composer who collaborated with Oscar Hammerstein on Tony Award-winning musicals such as 

Oklahoma!, Carousel, and Cinderella. 

ANSWER: Richard Rodgers 

[H] This Rodgers and Hammerstein musical centers on American nurse Nellie Forbush during World War II. This 

musical includes numbers such as “Some Enchanted Evening” and “Bali Ha'i.” 

ANSWER: South Pacific  

[E] The song “My Favorite Things” from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s The Sound of Music was covered by this jazz 

musician. This saxophonist’s albums include A Love Supreme and Giant Steps. 

ANSWER: John Coltrane  

<Other Fine Arts—Maiorana> 

 

9. This character was meant to be a departure from the “erudite solver of riddles,” thereby making room for his 

more detached, street-savvy, hardboiled personality. For 10 points each, 

[H] Name this Dashiell Hammett-created character, whose name remains on his office door while that of his partner, 

Miles Archer, is painted over as a result of the latter’s shooting. 

ANSWER: Samuel Spade [or Samuel Spade] 

[M] Spade is the protagonist of this novel, whose title object was supposedly made of precious metals and stones for 

the King of Spain, but, after being passed from owner to owner, was eventually covered in black enamel to hide its 

indeterminate, but immense, value. 

ANSWER: The Maltese Falcon 

[E] Sam Spade holds this profession shared by characters like Philip Marlowe, Miss Marple, and Sherlock Holmes.  

ANSWER: detective [or private investigator; or PI] 

<American Literature—Parikh>  

 

10. The Peccei-Quinn theory proposed the existence of axions, hypothetical particles which may be a component of 

the “cold” form of this substance. For 10 points each:  

[E] Name this type of matter, which is unobservable since it does not interact with electromagnetic radiation.   

ANSWER: dark matter [accept cold dark matter] 

[H] Vera Rubin observed flat rotation curves in galaxies during her research, providing evidence for the existence of 

these structures composed of dark matter. The Navarro-Frenk-White profile describes one of these objects 

surrounding a galaxy.  

ANSWER: galactic halo  

[M] A model named after this constant and cold dark matter suggests that dark matter halos may contain other 

galaxies. This constant was proposed by Albert Einstein and is the simplest model of dark energy.  

ANSWER: cosmological constant [accept lambda; accept Lambda-CDM model] 

<Other Science—Kodali> 

 



11. A Taylor cone develops as a liquid droplet exceeds the Rayleigh limit in a technique that prepares for this 

procedure called electrospray ionization. For 10 points each:   

[M] Name this procedure, a “tandem” form of which is used to sequence proteins. An M to M+2 ratio of 3:1 

indicates the presence of one chlorine atom in this technique.   

ANSWER: mass spectrometry  

[H] An M to M plus 2 ratio of 1 to 1 suggests the presence of this element, because it has two isotopes of equal 

abundance of mass 79 and 81. 

ANSWER: bromine [or Br] 

[E] Mass spectrometry separates molecules using their ratio of mass to this quantity. This quantity is positive in 

cations and negative in anions.   

ANSWER: charge  

<Chemistry—Kodali>  

 

12. Protests against this man began in 2018 after the revelation of the Petrocaribe scandal led to increased fuel 

prices in his country. For 10 points each: 

[H] Name this leader, who arrested many members of the opposition after a supposed coup d’etat against him in 

February 2021. This man was assassinated by a group including Colombian mercenaries in July 2021. 

ANSWER: Jovenel Moïse [“zhow-vuh-nel mow-eez”] 

[M] Jovenel Moïse was the president of this country. Gilbert Dragon, another suspect in Moïse’s assassination, was 

a major figure in an organization that successfully led a coup against this nation’s former president, Jean-Bertrand 

Artiside, in 2004. 

ANSWER: Haiti 

[E] Soon after Moïse’s assassination, Haiti experienced one of these natural disasters that was given a 7.2 magnitude 

on the Richter scale. A major one of these disasters devastated Haiti in 2010. 

ANSWER: earthquakes  

<Current Events—Sareddy>  

 

13. Sisters give gifts to brothers as a token of love on Bhai Dooj, a day during this festival. For 10 points each: 

[M] Bhai Dooj is celebrated 20 days after the end of Navratri during this festival. People decorate homes with diyas 

and make rangoli during this five day festival, where the Lakshmi Puja is also performed. 

ANSWER: Diwali [prompt on Festival of Light] 

[E] Bhai Dooj is also celebrated during this Indian festival of colors that got its name from a woman who burned to 

death while sitting in a fire. 

ANSWER: Holi [prompt on Festival of Love or Festival of Spring] 

[H] While not Bhai Dooj, sisters tie a namesake bracelet around the right hand of their brother during this festival. 

The meaning of the name of this festival in Sanskrit is “the bond of protection.” 

ANSWER: Raksha Bandhan  

<Religion—Patel> 

 



14. This country’s first nuclear weapons test, Chagai-1, was conducted twenty-four years after its eastern neighbor 

conducted the Smiling Buddha nuclear tests. For 10 points each: 

[E] Name this country, which was formed along with India following the partition of the British Raj in 1947. This 

country has since frequently warred with India over the disputed region of Kashmir. 

ANSWER: Pakistan [or Islamic Republic of Pakistan] 

[M] The Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission was tasked with creating nuclear weapons by Zulfiqar, a prime 

minister with this surname. Zulfikar’s daughter Benazir, who also had this surname, was Pakistan’s first and only 

female prime minister. 

ANSWER: Bhutto [accept Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto or Benazir Bhutto] 

[H] Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was overthrown by this general in Operation Fair Play. This general continued Pakistan’s 

nuclear weapons program whilst introducing policies to “Islamize” Pakistan, like mandating the payment of zakat. 

ANSWER: Muhammad Zia-ul Haq 

<World History—Kapadia> 

 

15. After one character in this play is taken away by Goldberg and McCann to Monty, a character exclaims, “Don’t 

let them tell you what to do!” For 10 points each: 

[M] Name this play, in which Stanley Webber smashes a toy drum he received during a game of blind man’s bluff at 

the title event. 

ANSWER: The Birthday Party 

[E] The Birthday Party is by this British playwright, who depicted arguments between the hitmen Ben and Gus in 

The Dumb Waiter. 

ANSWER: Harold Pinter 

[H] Pinter was a part of this literary group, which was known for expressing disillusionment with traditional British 

society. Other members of this 20th-century literary group included Kingsley Amis and John Osborne. 

ANSWER: “angry young men”  

<Commonwealth Literature—Ganguli>  

 

16. Troops occupying this city were ordered to smoke large cigars in the street after its residents boycotted tobacco. 

For 10 points each: 

[M] Name this city that forced out its Austrian garrison during the “Five Days” in 1848. Before passing to the 

control of the Habsburgs, this city was ruled by the Sforza family.  

ANSWER: Milan 

[E] The “Five Days” occurred in the lead up to this country’s First War of Independence. This country would 

eventually be under Victor Emmanuel II following the Risorgimento, ending in the capture of Rome in 1870. 

ANSWER: Italy 

[H] This Austrian general was forced to evacuate Milan following the “Five Days.” This general defeated Sardinia-

Piedmont at the Battles of Custoza and Novara, the latter of which was commemorated by a march written by 

Johann Strauss, Sr. 

ANSWER: Joseph Radetzky von Radetz  

<European History—Kapadia> 

 



17. This piece was rejected by the Vienna Music Society for its use of an inverted ninth chord. For 10 points each: 

[H] Identify this 1899 piece for string sextet. This piece was based on a Richard Dehmel poem about a woman who 

confesses to her lover that she is pregnant with another man’s child. 

ANSWER: Transfigured Night [or Verklärte Nacht] 

[E] Arnold Schoenberg wrote Transfigured Night during a period in which his compositional style was heavily 

influenced by the late-Romantic works of this German operatic composer, such as Tristan und Isolde. 

ANSWER: Richard Wagner 

[M] Schoenberg’s students included this composer of the operas Wozzeck and Lulu, whose Violin Concerto was 

dedicated “to the memory of an angel.” 

ANSWER: Alban Berg  

<Auditory Fine Arts—Maiorana> 

 

18. The star-mesh transform replaces N of these circuit elements with ½ times N times N minus 1 of them. For 10 

points each:  

[M] Name these circuit elements, four of which are connected in a Wheatstone bridge to determine an unknown 

quantity associated with them.  

ANSWER: resistor  

[H] A form of this phenomenon occurs in resistors due to the random movement of electrons and is named after 

Johnson and Nyquist. This phenomenon consists of fluctuations which interfere with a signal.  

ANSWER: Johnson-Nyquist noise  

[E] This man names the unit of resistance and also names a law which states that current is equal to voltage divided 

by resistance.  

ANSWER: Georg Ohm [accept Ohm’s law]  

<Physics—Kodali> 

 

19. One novel by this author features a lizard named Arnold Schwarzanegger and a band called Liquid Sheep. For 

10 points each: 

[H] Name this author who wrote about the San Francisco yuppies Janet Hayakawa, Liz Dorati, and John Brown in 

his novel The Golden Gate. 

ANSWER: Vikram Seth  

[E] In The Golden Gate, Seth used the same rhyme scheme as this author’s “Eugene Onegin.” [“eugene ohn-yay-

gen”] This Russian poet also wrote about a knight rescuing his bride from the evil sorceress Chernomor in his poem 

“Ruslan and Ludmila.” 

ANSWER: Alexander Pushkin 

[M] Pushkin also wrote this poem, in which Parasha dies in a flood of the Neva River. The title object of this poem 

chases Evgeny through the streets of St. Petersburg after he curses it.  

ANSWER: “The Bronze Horseman”  

<European Literature—Ganguli>  

 



20. This event is hosted at the Empire Polo Club. For 10 points each: 

[M] This is the aforementioned multi-genre music festival that the Empire Polo Club hosts, named for the valley in 

which Indio can be found. Ariana Grande became the youngest headliner for this festival during its 2019 iteration. 

ANSWER: Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival [or Coachella Festival] 

[H] Coachella is named for the Coachella Valley, which sits on this body of water. The New and Alamo Rivers feed 

into this body of water, which is located where the prehistoric Lake Cahuilla once was.  

ANSWER: Salton Sea 

[E] Coachella takes place in this U.S. state. The Hard Summer Music Festival takes place annually in the state’s city 

of San Bernardino, part of the Los Angeles metropolitan area.  

ANSWER: California  

<Geography—Patel> 

  

 


